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3.. Translation Invariant Classification of Radar 
Rangee Profiles1 

3.1.. Introduction 

Measuredd radar range profiles are subject to the effects of translational range 
migrationn (TRM): changes in the distance between the radar and the aircraft 
causess cyclic shifts of the range profiles. Since the distance between radar and 
aircraftt cannot be measured with sufficient accuracy to correct for this effect, 
measuredd range profiles are subject to arbitrary shifts. This is a problem for 
classifiers,, since two or more range profiles can only be meaningfully compared 
afterr they are aligned, either with respect to each other, or with respect to some 
externall  reference frame. Another solution is to classify range profiles on the 
basiss of translation invariant features extracted from the range profiles 

AA general classification framework consists of several discrete stages: data 
acquisitionacquisition (measuring radar returns, computing profiles within a simulated en-
vironment),, pre-processing (scaling, noise removal), feature extraction (includ-
ingg dimension reduction) and finally the actual classifier. Translation invariance 
can,, in principle, be achieved at any of these stages. 

Duringg the pre-processing stage of a classification method, data is prepared 
forr later feature extraction. Pre-processing typically includes transformations 
suchh as scaling and noise removal. Translation invariance in this phase is 
achievedd by registering the profiles: each profile is translated such that some 
optimisationn criterion is maximised. 

Inn the literature both relative and absolute alignment procedures are found in 
thiss stage. It is important to note that this problem is often ignored in literature. 
Also,, many papers report on experiments using simulated profiles only - in this 
casee the exact distance between radar and aircraft always constant, and so TRM 
iss not a source of error. 

Relativee alignment is commonly achieved by aligning two profiles such that 
theirr correlation is maximised. The third profiles is then aligned with respect 
too the second, the fourth with respect to the third, and so forth. One draw-
backk of these and similar approaches, extensively discussed in [43], is that if 
onee profile is misaligned, this error propagates and disturbs the alignment of 

*AA paper containing parts of this chapter has been accepted for publication in IEE Proceedings -
Radar,Radar, Sonar and Navigation. 
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subsequentt profiles in the data set. In [43] a method is proposed to deal with 
thesee misaligned profiles. 

AA method for obtaining absolute alignment during the pre-processing stage 
iss given in [22]. This method, which the authors call auto-aligning, registers 
profiless by translating them such that the entropy of an energy vector E, whose 
elementss are the inner products between the translated profile and K Gaussian 
windowss with increasing standard deviation crk, is minimal. 

Thee second opportunity for obtaining translation invariant classification is 
duringg the feature extraction stage. A common approach [12] is to use the 
magnitudee of the Fourier transform of the range profiles as feature vectors, 
discardingg all phase information. In [22] translation invariant features are ob-
tainedd by first calculating the bi-spectrum (defined as the 2-D Fourier transform 
off  the third-order autocorrelation function) for each profile, which is then inte-
gratedd and inverse Fourier-transformed to obtain features (called accumulated 
bi-spectralbi-spectral features). 

Usingg translation invariant features can significantly decrease the computa-
tionall  cost of classification. The main disadvantage of these and similar ap-
proachess is that extracting translation invariant features involves discarding 
potentiallyy discriminating information, which can result in a decrease of classifi-
cationn performance. Exactly which features should be considered, and whether 
thiss approach in general provides acceptable performance, is still an open ques-
tion. . 

Obtainingg translation invariant classification in the actual classifier is proba-
blyy the most common approach to solving the problem of translation invariant 
classificationn reported in recent literature. In [11], several similarity-based clas-
sifierss using the Sliding Euclidean Distance (SED) are discussed. The SED is a 
metricc defined as the minimum Euclidean distance between two profiles y i ,y2 

overr all possible cyclic translations: 

SED(y1,y2)) = argmin | (S 'y1) -y 2 |2, (3.1) 
i i 

forr I = 1,. . ., I , where I is the total number of range bins in each profile. The 
operatorr Sl shifts its argument vector I elements cyclically to the left (and so 
5Lyy = y). Since 

l (S f y i ) - y 2 l 2== lyil 2 + | y2 |2 - 2 ( Sf y i ) - y 2 l (3.2) 

thee SED is equivalent to the normal Euclidean distance after first aligning yi 
andd y2 such that their cross-correlation 

A(00 = (S*yi)-y 2 (3.3) 

iss maximal. The Fast Fourier Transform allows for an efficient implementation 
off  this procedure. Let Y denote the FFT Jiy) of y. The discrete correlation 
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theoremtheorem [44] states that 
AA = J - ^ Y i Y f ] , (3.4) 

wheree Yf is the complex conjugate of Y2. 
Inn [14, 21] similar approaches using cross-correlation are described. Some 

disadvantagess of these approaches are summarised in [43]. A general drawback 
off  correlation-based translation-invariant classifiers (including the SED) is that 
theyy are computationally expensive, since a correlation has to be computed be-
tweenn each range profile to be classified and every range profile in the training 
set. . 

Inn [18] translation invariance is achieved in a model-based classifier by mod-
ellingg the statistical variations of profile centroids with respect to a set of ref-
erencee profiles. During actual classification, the likelihood that an unknown 
testt profile y belongs to a given class C is integrated over all possible centroid 
positions,, weighted by the centroid distribution. 

AA general disadvantage of obtaining translation invariance in the actual clas-
sificationn stage is that meaningful feature extraction becomes very difficult. 
Manyy often-used statistical feature extraction methods (like Principal Compo-
nentt Analysis) depend heavily on statistical properties of the data. Incorrect 
alignmentt will affect these properties, decreasing the accuracy of the feature 
extraction,, which in turn decreases classification performance. 

Thiss chapter introduces a method for obtaining translation invariant range 
profilee classification by absolute alignment in the pre-processing stage. Sec-
tionn 3.2 shows how the problem of determining an absolute alignment of radar 
rangee profiles can be described as a problem of phase estimation. Section 3.2.2 
describess an alignment method based on this description, called the Smoothed 
Zeroo Phase Representation. Experiments to quantify the effect of different align-
mentt methods on classification performance are described in section 3.3, the 
resultss of which are presented and discussed in section 3.4. Finally, section 3.5 
drawss conclusions from the experimental results. 

3.2.. Zero Phase Representation 

Thee effects of Translational Range Migration can be best described in terms of 
thee phases of the Fourier-transformed profiles. A well-known symmetry of the 
Fourierr transform is that for any function ƒ (x) with Fourier transform J(ƒ), 
thee Fourier transform of ƒ (x - s) is given by 

f(f(x-s))f(f(x-s)) = eiws f(f(x)), (3.5) 

i.e.. a translation in the range domain is equivalent to a phase shift of F( ƒ (x)) in 
thee frequency domain. In the discrete case, where the function ƒ is represented 
ass a set of samples fn = ƒ (x„ ) for n = 1,... ,d, a similar property holds for 
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cyclicallyy shifted versions of ƒ„: 

J(flnJ(fln + kimodd)= f(fn)e2TTinkld. (3.6) 

So,, for a discrete shift k, the phase <\> of the first AC component will be shifted 
byy 2nkld, and higher order phases by integer multiples of 2jrkjd. 

Supposee a leg consisting of N profiles y;, i = 0,. . ., N-1 is measured from an 
aircraftt in flight at discrete times tt. Let 0(tj) = 4>i denote the corresponding 
phasess of the first AC component of the FFT's of y,. 

Variationn in 4>t is caused by both rotational and translational effects. Suppose 
forr the moment that the aircraft remains at a fixed distance R w.r.t. the radar 
whilee rotating. This means </>, is solely a function of the aspect angles Ba and 
99ee: : 

((ppii^^((p(0p(0aa(t(tll),e),eee(t(tii))^cf))^cf))f.f. (3.7) 

Sincee the aircraft remains at a fixed position, all variation in 4> is the result of 
specklee and rotational range migration. 

Inn a more realistic setting, the distance r(t0 = r, between radar and aircraft 
alsoo varies with time. This is a linear effect on 4>i, 

** l Ru (3.8) 
== 4>f + 0(ri-R), 

wheree ƒ? = 2TT/RU and Ru is the unambiguous range interval (defined in sec-
tionn 2.3). 

Thee last term in (3.8) is the source of TRM. If the n were known exactly, 
reversingg the effects of TRM would be trivial: the phase sequence </>, could be 
adjustedd by subtracting 0(r, - R) at each time step, and the higher phases by 
integerr multiples of j8(rj - R). However, n is not known, and so the last term 
inn (3.8) has to be estimated through other means. 

3.2.1.. Pure Zero Phase Representation 

AA simple method for finding a translation invariant representation (which has 
beenn previously used for alignment of panoramic images [45]), is setting each 
(pi(pi to zero and adjusting the higher order phases accordingly. This eliminates 
thee range term in (3.8), but at the same time introduces an alignment error due 
too discarding the <pf. 

Ass an example, in figure 3.1(a) a leg of simulated range profiles of a Fokker 
1000 aircraft viewed over a 180 degree turn is shown. These profiles are perfectly 
alignedd as the aircraft rotated around its center without changing its distance 
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too the radar. For comparison the same leg in the Pure Zero Phase Representa-
tionn (ZPR) is shown in figure 3.1(b). 

Fromm figure 3.1 it is clear that the ZPR results in a very rough alignment. 
Thee clear tracks visible in figure 3.1(a) are still recognisable but less smooth in 
figurefigure 3.1(b). 

3.2.2.. Smoothed Zero Phase Representation 

Thiss section proposes a more sophisticated method for dealing with the range 
termss in (3.8): the Smoothed Zero Phase Representation (SZPR). It is based on 
thee assumption that the relative location of the majority of prominent scat-
tererss within the profile will remain stable over small changes in aspect angle. 
Therefore,, two successive profiles in a leg can be accurately aligned relative to 
eacheach other by maximum correlation (as in equation (3.3)). Relative alignment 
throughh maximal correlation is a popular approach in the literature for obtain-
ingg translation invariant classification within similarity-based classifiers. 

Thee goal of the SZPR is to combine the advantages of relative alignment 
throughh maximal correlation with the advantages of an absolute alignment us-
ingg the pure ZPR. Consider again equation (3.8). The phases 4>t and <£;_i mea-
suredd at times ti and tt-i are related through 

4>i4>i - 4>i-i = <t>t-4>U + Pin -n-i) 
== 4>* - <t>u + M n , ( 3 ,9 ) 

forr i = 0.....JV - 1. Now, for each profile yt, i > 0, the optimal shift with 
respectt to the previous profile yi_i can be estimated using using maximal cor-
relation.. This shift corresponds to a phase shift 54>c

t. The assumption that this 
phasee shift correctly aligns profile y*  with respect to y ^ is equivalent to the 
assumptionn 04>c

t = pAri. Since /? is known, this means that for each measure-
mentt (except the first) the relative translation Ar*  of the aircraft between two 
successivee measurements can be estimated. 

Usingg this estimate, a corrected phase sequence 4>c
{ can be constructed from 

thee original phases </>*  as 

i i 

j t ll  (3.10) 

== 4>t + fiiro - R) 

forr i = 1,..., N - 1. In other words, all profiles are now registered at r = ro, the 
distancee between radar and aircraft at the moment the first measurement was 
made. . 
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(b)) Zero Phase Representation. 

(c)) Smoothed ZPR, w 
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(d)) Smoothed ZPR, w = 200. 

Figuree 3.1: Outputs of the several alignment procedures for one leg of simulated pro-
files.. The profiles were obtained at aspect elevation 9e = TT, and aspect azimuth 9a 

rangingg from 0 to TT. On the right, the phases of the resulting profiles are plotted. 
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Too obtain absolute alignment, all profiles should be registered at the refer-
encee distance R. This can only be achieved if ro is known. However, TQ is not 
known,, but it can be estimated using the following heuristic approach. At each 
time-step,, /?(r0 - R) is estimated locally by a moving average over (pc

{. This 
estimatee is then subtracted from 4>c

t to obtain a final phase estimate </>{: 

ll w 

k=-w k=-w 

Byy varying the window size w of the moving average filter, this alignment pro-
ceduree can be 'interpolated' between the absolute alignment of the pure ZPR 
{w{w = 1) and relative alignment through pure correlation (w = N). 

Inn theory the optimal window size w depends on the differences in aspect an-
glee between successive profiles, which in turn depends on the pulse repetition 
frequencyy (PRF) and the target rotation rate. For small differences in successive 
aspectt angles (high PRF and/or low target rotation rate), alignment by maxi-
mumm correlation works well, and so a large value of w can be used. When the 
PRFF is small, or the target rotates quickly, the quality of alignment by maximum 
correlationn degrades, and and so a smaller value of w should be used. 

However,, in practical situations, i.e. when looking at targets of opportunity, 
thee target rotation rate can not be measured accurately enough to allow for 
dependablee estimates of w. This chapter therefore tries to find a globally ac-
ceptablee value for w by experimentation. 

Figuress 3.1(c) and 3.1(d) show an example of the effect of the SZPR on a stack 
off  profiles. Since filtering with a windows size w makes aligning the first w - 1 
profiless impossible, these are left blank in the plots. 

3.2.3.. Implementation and Computational Cost 

Thiss section compares the computational cost of nearest neighbour classifica-
tionn using the SED with classification using the SZPR and a normal, i.e. non-
sliding,, Euclidean distance. The example task is the classification of a leg con-
sistingg of M profiles ym, given a training set containing N pre-aligned (using 
thee SZPR) training profiles ym. 

Nearestt neighbour classification using the SED requires following computa-
tionss for each of the MN possible pairs of test profiles ym and training profiles 
Yn-Yn-

1.. Calculate the FFT's Ym and Yn of ym and yn. 

2.. Calculate the correlation function A = f-l(YnY^) and find the maximum 
off  A. This determines the optimal alignment from maximum correlation. 
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Task k 
FFT T 
Calculatingg A 
Phasee adjustments 
Filteringg phase sequence 
Shiftingg profiles 
Euclideann distance 

SED D 
MN MN 
MN MN 
MN MN 
--
MN MN 
MN MN 

SZPR R 
MN MN 
M-\ M-\ 
MM - 1 
1 1 
M M 
MN MN 

Tablee 3.1: Computational cost of classification using the SED and the SZPR. The table 
elementss on the right denote the number of times the computations shown on the 
leftt have to be performed to classify a leg containing M profiles on the basis of a 
trainingg set containing N profiles. 

3.. Collect the phase 4>m of the first AC component of the Ym's, and adjust it 
suchh that it reflects the optimal alignment. 

4.. Use the adjusted phase to align Ym with Yn-

5.. Calculate the Euclidean distance between the two profiles (which can be 
donee directly in the Fourier domain.) 

Nearestt neighbour classification in the SZPR, using a normal Euclidean dis-
tancee measure, requires the following computations to be performed: 

1.. Calculate the FFT's Ym and Yn of ym and xn. 

2.. Calculate the (M - 1) correlation function A = f-1(YmY^l_l) and find the 
maximumm of A. This determines the optimal alignment from maximum 
correlation. . 

3.. Collect the phases 4>m of the first AC component of the Ym's, and adjust 
themm such that the leg is now aligned using maximum correlation. 

4.. Filter the resulting phase sequence using a moving average filter with win-
doww size w. 

5.. Use the the filtered phase sequence to align Ym in the SZPR. 

6.. Calculate the Euclidean distance between each of the MN possible pairs of 
testt and train profiles (which can be done directly in the Fourier domain). 

Tablee 3.1 summarises the computational costs, showing the number of times 
differentt computations have to be performed. From table 3.1 it is clear that 
classificationn using the SZPR is significantly faster than using the SED. The com-
putationss directly associated with aligning the profiles have to be computed N 
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timess less when using the SZPR than when using the SED. The filtering of the 
phasee sequence adds some computational cost to the SZPR, but the filtering can 
bee implemented efficiently using the Fourier transform, similar to the correla-
tionn function [44], and does not contribute significantly to the total number of 
computationss performed. 

3.3.. Experiments 

3.3.1.. Available Data 

Forr the classification experiments, two sets of range profiles are used in this 
chapter.. The first set contains measured range profiles, the second set contains 
simulatedsimulated range profiles. 

Thee measured data set contains a total of 836 profiles in 6 legs. The measure-
mentss were performed during the ORFEO measurement campaign, discussed in 
sectionn 2.7. The estimated aspect angles are plotted in figure 3.2 as well. 

Forr each aircraft simulated profiles were calculated at 505 grid-points in as-
pectt azimuth and elevation: one profile every 2.5 degrees in aspect elevation 
andd every 0.2 degrees in aspect azimuth. See figure 3.2. All simulations were 
donee using the RAPPORT software package, discussed in section 2.7. 

Alll  range profiles in both data sets were Hamming weighted and zero-padded 
too 512 range bins. Each range profile y was consequently transformed using 
thee Box-Cox transformation defined in equation (2.27), with q = 0.2. 

3.3.2.. Construction of Simulated Legs 

Inn the case of measured profiles, the concept of a leg is clear: profiles are col-
lectedd from each aircraft a number of times in rapid succession. Each set of 
measurementss is therefore a leg: a sequence of profiles ordered in time. 

However,, simulated profiles are only labelled by aspect angle. Since the SZPR 
reliess on ordered sequences of profiles, artificial legs have to be constructed 
fromm the set of simulated profiles. For each aircraft in the simulated data set, 
firstt all profiles obtained at identical aspect elevation are collected. These col-
lectionss are then ordered according to aspect azimuth. Therefore, one leg of 
simulatedd data consists of 105 profiles at a constant aspect elevation, ordered 
byy aspect azimuth which ranges from 80 to 100 degrees with a step size of 0.2. 

3.3.3.. Range Profile Classification 

Forr the purpose of comparing the quality of different alignment methods the 
choicee of classifier is arbitrary. This chapter therefore solely uses the 1-nearest 
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Figuree 3.2: The aspect angles of the measured and predicted range profiles. The solid 
liness represent the measurements. Each curve is labelled by the call sign of the 
aircraftt (defined in section 2.7). Each of the dots represent the aspect angle of five 
predictedd range profiles, one for each aircraft type. 

B74F77 FK10 
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neighbourr classifier, since it is is straightforward to implement, and appropriate 
forr all considered alignment methods. All classification experiments reported 
inn this chapter are therefore based on this algorithm. 

Too examine the effects of the different alignment methods on classifier per-
formancee (expressed as the percentage of correct classifications), two sets of 
experimentss were performed. 

Forr the first set of experiments the set of simulated profiles was split into 
aa training and a test set. The training set was produced by taking the odd 
numberedd profiles from each leg. The test set consisted of all remaining, even-
numberedd profiles. In reality the training and test set are not so highly corre-
lated,, and consequently the classification performance will in general be lower 
thann the performance reported in this chapter. However, the goal of this chap-
terr is to investigate the relative merits of the various alignment techniques, and 
thereforee absolute classifier performance is not relevant. 

Thee effect of different alignment procedures on the the classification perfor-
mancee was measured using the classification performance on correctly aligned 
setss as a comparison baseline. 

Forr the second set of experiments, the training set consisted of all available 
simulatedd profiles. The test set consisted of the legs of measured profiles. 
Again,, the effect of different alignment procedures was measured in terms of 
classificationn performance. 

3.4.. Results 

3.4.1.. Classification Performance 

Thee classification (using a 1-nearest neighbour classifier) of the simulated test 
dataa using simulated training data was optimal, i.e. all 1751 test profiles were 
classifiedd correctly. A perfect classification was also obtained by using the SED 
insteadd of the normal Euclidean distance. 

Usingg the pure Zero Phase Representation for absolute alignment results in 
thee confusion matrix shown in table 3.2. In this case, 13 profiles were classified 
incorrectly.. Classification performance in the SZPR was also measured for a 
windoww size ranging from 1 to 20. Optimal performance was obtained at a 
windoww size of 8. In this case, only one profile was classified incorrectly. These 
experimentss show that in theory the SZPR is a viable method for absolutely 
aligningg range profiles. 

Inn practice, however, one wants to classify measured profiles from a training 
sett of simulated profiles. To mimic this situation (and simultaneously research 
thee effect of noisy data on alignment), artificially generated measurement noise 
wass added to the simulated test set. Gaussian noise with variance a2 and zero 
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Class s 
B73S S 
B74F F 
EA31 1 
FK10 0 

MD80 0 

B73S S 
0.99 9 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

B74F F 
0.00 0 
0.99 9 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

EA31 1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
1.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

FK10 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.99 9 
0.01 1 

MD80 0 
0.01 1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.01 1 
0.99 9 

Tablee 3.2: Confusion matrix using a 1-NN classifier on profiles in the Zero Phase Rep-
i"- tjC* 1,-«'-i«-'Ai.. m e l uu i i . o i i u no (.in, i i o v u u i i ui i Q i igc p i v j i n ca a a s i g u cu IU 111C (.IdSSCb 

shownn in the column labels. The row labels denote the true class label. The overall 
classificationn error is 1 %. 

meann was superimposed on the radar returns in the frequency domain of the 
simulatedd test set. Then, overall classification performance was measured for 
correctlyy aligned profiles, profiles aligned using the SED, and profiles in the ZPR 
andd SZPR as a function of a. For the SZPR a window size of w = 8 was used. As 
aa reference, the results for optimally aligned profiles are provided as well. All 
resultss are shown in figure 3.3. 

Thiss process was repeated 5 times, each time drawing independent samples 
fromm the Gaussian noise distribution. The classification results were averaged 
overr these 5 experiments. The error bar in 3.3 shows the standard deviation 
overr these 5 measurements. 

Ass could be expected, using correctly aligned profiles is optimal in terms of 
classificationn performance. Classification using the SED outperforms the SZPR, 
andd is more robust with respect to noise. Recall, however, that classification in 
thee ZPR/SZPR is roughly 500 times faster compared to the SED. Also, observe 
thatt for low signal-to-noise ratios, the lines converge to an error of 0.8 since the 
classificationn becomes effectively random over five classes. 

Finally,, classification experiments using the measured profiles for testing 
weree performed. The training set consisted of all simulated profiles. Again, 
thee SZPR was tested for window sizes ranging from 1 (which is equivalent to 
thee pure ZPR) to 20. For this set, again a window size w = 8 produced the 
bestt classification in the SZPR. In table 3.3, confusion matrices for the SED, 
thee ZPR, and the SZPR with w = 8 are shown. As in the case where simulated 
profiless were used for both training and testing, classification using the SED out-
performss both the ZPR and the SZPR, although the differences in performance 
betweenn the three methods are smaller. The significantly overall larger classifi-
cationn error of all methods compared to the two previous experiments are due 
too the fact that in this experiment, measured range profiles are classified using 
aa simulated training set. 
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Figuree 3.3: Classification error for correctly aligned profiles (solid), using the SED (dot-
ted),, the ZPR (dashed) and profiles in the SZPR using a window size w = 8 (dash-
dotted)) as a function of the SNR. 
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Class s 
B73S S 
B74F F 
EA31 1 
FK10 0 

MD80 0 

B73S S 
0.96 6 
0.00 0 
0.32 2 
0.03 3 
0.09 9 

B74F F 
0.00 0 
0.98 8 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

EA31 1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.47 7 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

FK10 0 
0.04 4 
0.02 2 
0.04 4 
0.82 2 
0.89 9 

MD80 0 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.17 7 
0.15 5 
0.02 2 

(a)) Confusion matrix for classification using the SED. 
Overalll  classification error is 30.4 %. 

Class s 
B73S S 
B74F F 
EA31 1 
FK10 0 

MD80 0 

B73S S 
0.82 2 
0.00 0 
0.36 6 
0.06 6 
0.16 6 

B74F F 
0.00 0 
0.96 6 
0.00 0 
0.02 2 
0.00 0 

EA31 1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.44 4 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

FK10 0 
0.16 6 
0.03 3 
0.03 3 
0.53 3 
0.83 3 

MD80 0 
0.01 1 
0.01 1 
0.18 8 
0.39 9 
0.01 1 

(b)) Confusion matrix for classification in the ZPR. 
Overalll  classification error is 38.5 %. 

Class s 
B73S S 
B74F F 
EA31 1 
FK10 0 

MD80 0 

B73S S 
0.79 9 
0.00 0 
0.27 7 
0.02 2 
0.12 2 

B74F F 
0.00 0 
0.96 6 
0.01 1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

EA31 1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0.47 7 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 

FK10 0 
0.19 9 
0.01 1 
0.02 2 
0.87 7 
0.83 3 

MD80 0 
0.02 2 
0.03 3 
0.23 3 
0.11 1 
0.05 5 

(c)) Confusion matrix for classification in the SZPR. 
Thee case reported is for a window size of 8. Overall 
classificationn error is 35.5 %. 

Tablee 3.3: Confusion matrices for the various alignment methods. The tables show the 
fractionn of range profiles assigned to the classes shown in the column labels. The 
roww labels denote the true class label. The training set consists of synthetic profiles, 
whilee the test set consists of measured profiles. 
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3.5.. Conclusions 

Thiss chapter described two new methods for aligning range profiles during the 
pre-processingg stage of a classification framework. The first method, called the 
Zeroo Phase Representation, obtains absolute range profile alignment by shifting 
rangee profiles such that the phase of the first AC component of their Fourier 
transformm is zero. The second method, called the Smoothed Zero Phase Rep-
resentation,, effectively interpolates between the absolute alignment obtained 
usingg the pure Zero Phase Representation and the relative alignment obtained 
byy correlating successive range profiles in a leg. 

Thee main benefits of both methods are twofold. First, the range profiles 
aree aligned in a pre-processing stage, resulting in more possibilities for con-
sequentt statistical feature extraction. Second, when compared to the common 
approachh to translation invariant classification using the Sliding Euclidean Dis-
tance,, range profiles aligned using the ZPR or SZPR can be classified much 
faster,, since in this case a nearest neighbour classifier using the standard Eu-
clideann distance measure can be used. Classification of a leg containing M 
rangee profiles requires roughly M times less alignment-related computations 
thann classification using the SED. 

Usingg the ZPR or SZPR does result in a decrease in classifier performance com-
paredd to classification using the SED. The difference in performance has been 
shownn to be dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio of the range profiles. For 
bothh very high signal-to-noise ratios (over 20 dB) and very low signal-to-noise 
ratioss (below 5 dB), the difference in performance is negligible. For intermediate 
signal-to-noisee ratios, classification using the SED outperforms both the SZPR 
andd the ZPR, with the SZPR outperforming the ZPR. 

However,, by combining range profile alignment using the SZPR with subse-
quentt statistical feature extraction could result in better classification perfor-
mance.. Whether such an approach outperforms classification using the SED 
wouldd be an interesting topic for future research. 




